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Abstract

BACKGROUND

Natural orifice specimen extraction (NOSE) via the anus or vagina replaces conventional transabdominal specimen retrieval via the transabdominal route through a limited mid-line laparotomy or Pfannenstiel incision. Reducing the number of laparoscopic ports further decreases operative abdominal wall trauma. These techniques reduce the surgical wound size as well as the risk of incision-related morbidity.

AIM

We aimed to compare short-term outcomes following 3-port NOSE surgery with a matched cohort of conventional non-NOSE colorectal cancer surgery.

METHODS

Patients who underwent elective 3-port laparoscopic colorectal NOSE surgery between February to October 2021 were identified. Selection criteria for NOSE surgery was adapted from the 2019 International Consensus on Natural Orifice Specimen Extraction Surgery (NOSES) for colorectal cancer. Patients with clinical T4 or N2 tumors on staging computed tomography were also excluded. The propensity score-matched cohort was identified amongst patients who underwent conventional laparoscopic colorectal surgery from January 2019 to December 2020. Matching was performed in the ratio of 1:4 based on age, gender, type of resection, and pTNM staging.

RESULTS

Over the eight-month study duration, 14 consecutive cases (nine female, five male) of elective 3-port laparoscopic surgery with NOSE were performed for colorectal cancer. Median age and body mass index (BMI) were 70 (range 43-82) years and 24.1 (range 20.0-31.7) kg/m² respectively. Six patients underwent transanal NOSE and eight had transvaginal NOSE. Median operative time, intraoperative blood loss and postoperative length of stay were 208 (range 165-365) minutes, 30 (range 10-150) ml and 3 (range 2-6)
days respectively. Two (14%) suffered minor postoperative compilations not attributable to the NOSE procedure. Median follow-up duration was 12 (range 8-15) months. No instances of mortality, local or distant disease recurrence were recorded in this cohort.

Compared to the conventional surgery cohort of 56 patients, the 3-port NOSE cohort had significantly quicker mean return of bowel function (2.6 vs. 1.2 days, p<0.001), reduced postoperative pain and patient-controlled analgesia use, and decreased length of hospital stay (6.4 vs. 3.4 days, p<0.001). There were no statistical differences in surgical duration and perioperative complication rates between the NOSE and non-NOSE cohorts.

CONCLUSION
3-port laparoscopic colorectal surgery with NOSE is a feasible technique, augmenting the minimally invasive nature of surgery and producing good outcomes. Appropriate patient selection and expertise in conventional laparoscopy are required.
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Core Tip: This paper demonstrates the benefit of reduced port laparoscopic colorectal surgery with natural orifice specimen extraction compared to conventional laparoscopic colorectal surgery. This technique represents a natural progression towards scarless surgery - the holy grail of minimally invasive surgery.
INTRODUCTION

Minimal access abdominopelvic surgery has come a long way since the advent of laparoscopic colorectal surgery in the early 90s. New technologies and platforms have been introduced, including robotic and transanal minimally invasive surgery. The primary objective remains the same - complete tumor extirpation along with the draining lymphatic tissue. Without deviating from the principles of surgical oncology, increasing experience and expertise of laparoscopic surgeons has encouraged continued surgical innovation, resulting in improved operative technique and patient outcomes.

Natural orifice specimen extraction (NOSE) is a logical progression in the evolution of minimally invasive colorectal surgery. Removal of the surgical specimen \textit{via} a natural bodily orifice such as the vagina or anus replaces the need for conventional specimen extraction (CSE) via the transabdominal route through a limited mid-line laparotomy or Pfannenstiel incision. This greatly reduces the surgical wound size as well as the risk of incision-related morbidity.

The first use of NOSE in colorectal surgery was reported in 1993 by Franklin \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[1]}, who described laparoscopic colectomy with transanal specimen retrieval. There has been continued interest in this technique almost three decades later. Three meta-analyses comparing laparoscopic colorectal resection with NOSE \textit{vs} CSE have been published in the last two years\textsuperscript{[2-4]}. These studies consistently demonstrate the benefits of NOSE, in terms of overall complications, incision-related complications, intraoperative blood loss, postoperative pain, return of gastrointestinal function and length of hospital stay. However, NOSE required a longer operating time than CSE. No significant differences were observed for cancer-specific outcomes, including local and distant recurrences, 3- and 5-year disease-free survival and overall survival\textsuperscript{[2-4]}.

Furthermore, patients who underwent NOSE colectomy were found to have better perception of body image and cosmetic appearance compared to CSE at a median follow-up of approximately 3-years after surgery\textsuperscript{[5]}. Quality of life and gastrointestinal function following NOSE were also found to be superior to a propensity score-matched
cohort of CSE at 3-months post-surgery. We recently demonstrated the feasibility of NOSE following combined colectomy and liver resection.

Conventional laparoscopic colorectal surgery is performed using 4 or 5 ports: 1 camera port, 2 operator ports and 1 or 2 assistant ports. Reducing the number and size of the ports further decreases the operative trauma to the abdominal wall. 3-port colorectal surgery with 1 camera port and 2 operator working ports has previously been demonstrated to be feasible. A recent study showed equivalent long-term oncologic outcomes with 3-port right hemicolectomy compared to the conventional 5-port technique; the former was also associated with significantly less operative blood loss.

Logically, the minimally invasive nature of surgery is augmented utilizing 3-port surgery in addition to NOSE, enhancing the overall benefit to the patient. In this study we aimed to compare the short-term outcomes following 3-port NOSE surgery with a matched cohort of conventional laparoscopic non-NOSE surgery across a variety of colorectal cancer resection types. We also discuss the in-depth technical approach to NOSE surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

From 1 February to 1 October 2021, all cases of elective 3-port laparoscopic colorectal surgery with NOSE for colorectal cancer were included in the study. Selection criteria for NOSE surgery was adapted from the 2019 International Consensus on Natural Orifice Specimen Extraction Surgery (NOSES) for colorectal cancer. Colectomy for benign diagnoses were excluded from the analysis. Patients with clinical T4 or N2 tumors on staging computed tomography were also excluded. Final decision to proceed with the NOSE procedure was only made following laparoscopic assessment.

The propensity score-matched cohort was identified amongst anonymized subjects who underwent elective laparoscopic colorectal surgery with CSE for colorectal cancer from January 2019 to December 2020. Matching was performed in the ratio of 1:4 based on age, gender, type of resection, and pTNM staging. Statistical analysis was
performed using R statistical software (version 4.1.2). Continuous variables were compared with the Mann-Whitney U test and independent t-test, while dichotomous variables with compared using chi-squared test.

Ethics approval for the study was granted by the SingHealth centralized institutional review board (reference number 2022/2114), conforming to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients who underwent NOSE surgery provided written informed consent for participation in the study.

Surgical Technique
The 3-port laparoscopic NOSE technique involves 3 phases: 1. Standard laparoscopic bowel mobilization and oncologic resection 2. Natural orifice specimen extraction 3. Intestinal reconstruction. We utilized the port placements and operative set-up as shown in Figure 1.

NOSE procedure
For left-sided resections, transanal NOSE was the only possible natural orifice extraction method in males, and preferable over transvaginal NOSE in females to avoid an additional vaginal incision. The transvaginal route via a posterior vaginotomy was chosen to allow retrieval of larger specimens due to the increased elasticity of the vagina[13]. For both transanal and transvaginal NOSE, the specimen was delivered through an extra small Alexis® dual-ring wound protector with the inner ring inserted fully into intraperitoneal space and the outer ring opened against the perineum to shorten the length of the channel (Figure 2). Reducing the length of the channel for extraction is of particular importance for sigmoid cancer surgery where the full length of the rectum is preserved.

For right-sided resections, only females were selected for the NOSE procedure. All specimens were thus extracted transvaginally. We recently reported our technique for 3-port laparoscopic D3 right hemicolectomy with transvaginal NOSE[13]. Transanal NOSE has been successfully performed and described following right-sided colonic
surgery, in both male and female patients\cite{14,15}. However, this approach requires an additional rectal incision and was avoided in our cohort, due to the added risk of luminal content spillage.

Care was taken to ensure surgical specimens were delivered complete (Figure 2) and did not tear or rupture during the extraction process. Following transvaginally delivery, the posterior vaginotomy was closed continuously with a barbed suture (Figure 2).

*Intestinal reconstruction*

Restoration of intestinal continuity following left-sided NOSE surgery requires management of the proximal and distal bowel ends prior to anastomosis, which was performed with a circular stapler.

Two methods were used to secure the anvil to the proximal bowel. The first involved transanal or transvaginal colonic pull-through to allow extracorporeal anvil application (Figure 3). This required complete mobilization of splenic flexure for length. In our cohort, medial-to-lateral splenic flexure takedown did not require additional port placement. The second technique involved securing the anvil to cut end of the proximal bowel using an intracorporeal purse-string suture (Figure 3). This approach required less colonic mobilization but had a theoretical risk of luminal content spillage in a poorly bowel-prepped patient.

Rectal stump closure was performed using several techniques. The first was conventional distal transection with a linear stapler, where transvaginal NOSE was planned. A linear stapler was also used to seal the open rectal stump following transanal NOSE (Figure 4). Otherwise, a purse-string suture could be applied to the rectal stump and anchored to the spike of circular stapler. For high anastomoses, the purse-string could be applied laparoscopically. For low rectal anastomoses, transanal application of the purse-string was preferred, with the aid of a transanal minimally invasive surgery access device (Figure 4).
The hypothetical advantage of rectal purse-string closure is the creation of a double purse-string single-stapled anastomosis (Figure 4). This method eliminates the “dog-ears” of the anastomosis\(^{[16]}\), with theoretical points of weakness at the corners of the linear staple line and the cross-stapled junctions between the linear and circular staple lines. Furthermore, the double purse-string anastomosis enabled the use of a smaller 5 mm port instead of 12 mm, as a linear stapler was not required (Figure 1).

Ileocolic anastomoses following right-sided resections were performed in an antiperistaltic side-to-side fashion, with the linear stapler introduced via the 12mm suprapubic port (Figure 1). This was previously demonstrated in a video correspondence\(^{[13]}\).

RESULTS
Over the eight-month study duration, 14 consecutive cases (nine female, five male) of elective 3-port laparoscopic colorectal surgery with NOSE were performed by a single surgeon. Patient and surgical characteristics of these are shown in Table 1. Six patients underwent transanal NOSE and eight had transvaginal NOSE. Median age and body mass index (BMI) were 70 (range 43-82) years and 24.1 (range 20.0-31.7) kg/m\(^2\) respectively. All patients with left-sided resections underwent pre-operative bowel preparation with 2L polyethylene glycol. No bowel preparation was administered for right-sided resections.

Operative data and postoperative outcomes are given in Table 2. Median operative time, intraoperative blood loss and postoperative length of stay were 208 (range 155-365) minutes, 30 (range 10-150) ml and 3 (range 2-6) days respectively. All patients recovered gastrointestinal function within the first two postoperative days, defined as passage of flatus and non-mucoid stool. All surgical margins were clear (R0) and all had more than 12 harvested lymph nodes.

Overall complication rate was 14% \((n = 2)\), although both were minor without requiring return to the operating theatre. One patient had low-volume chylous ascites (Clavien-Dindo grade 1) and the other had high ileostomy output requiring antimotility
agents (Clavien-Dindo grade II); the latter was re-admitted to hospital on postoperative day 18 for dehydration. Neither complication was attributable to the natural orifice extraction or reconstruction technique. Postoperative abdominal appearance following 3-port NOSE surgery is shown in Figure 5. Median follow-up duration was 12 (range 8-15) months. No instances of mortality, local or distant disease recurrence were recorded.

Propensity score matching identified 56 patients from an anonymized, prospectively maintained, retrospective database, who underwent conventional laparoscopic colorectal surgery at our unit from 2019 to 2020. Comparisons of characteristics and perioperative outcomes between the NOSE and non-NOSE cohorts are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. Due to inconsistent documentation in the non-NOSE group, operative blood loss was not compared between the cohorts.

There were no statistical differences in surgical duration and perioperative complication rates between the NOSE and non-NOSE cohorts. The 3-port NOSE group had significantly quicker return of bowel function, reduced postoperative pain and analgesia use, with a mean use of zero mg of patient-controlled morphine on the second postoperative day. Notably, the average length of hospital stay was almost twice as long in the non-NOSE group compared to the NOSE group.

DISCUSSION

As recommended by the international NOSE surgery consensus, the maximum tumor dimension for transanal and transvaginal NOSE are 3 cm and 5 cm respectively[12]. While tumor size can be estimated on preoperative imaging, the decision to proceed with the NOSE procedure can often only be established intraoperatively, due radiological limitations on assessment of peritumoral desmoplastic reaction and mesocolic or mesorectal bulkiness, which may add considerably to the overall specimen diameter.

Moreover, while absolute diameter is an important consideration, the relative size of the specimen to the width of the pelvic outlet as well as the laxity of the chosen bodily orifice may be more crucial in determining the success or failure of the
procedure. As illustrated by a recent series of NOSE following sigmoidectomy for volvulus, surgery for benign colorectal disease without a physical mass is ideal for NOSE\(^{17}\).

BMI limits of 30 kg/m\(^2\) and 35 kg/m\(^2\) were suggested for transanal and transvaginal NOSE respectively\(^{12}\). Obese patients often possess a bulkier mesocolon or mesorectum which increases the difficulty of extraction. Nonetheless, the benefits of reduced incision may be more apparent in a patient with a thicker abdominal wall, who is at an increased risk of wound complications including infection and herniation. We previously demonstrated a successful transvaginal NOSE technique in a patient with BMI of 37 kg/m\(^2\)\(^{18}\). A large retrospective Australian study also demonstrated the feasibility of NOSE in obese patients\(^{19}\).

Unlike prior reports\(^{2-4}\), NOSE did not significantly add to operative time in our experience, even with the removal of assistant ports. Following our findings, routine postoperative patient-controlled opioid anaesthesia (PCA), a feature of our unit’s enhanced recovery program\(^{20}\), was discontinued for NOSE patients in view of minimal use. Furthermore, postoperative ileus was virtually eliminated in the studied cohort. This may be explained by the relative lack of extracorporeal bowel exposure, as well as quicker patient mobilization. There were also no infective complications recorded, despite known concerns regarding contamination during transanal specimen extraction\(^{21}\).

While the reduction of several laparoscopic ports may ostensibly offer only minor improvement over traditional 4- or 5-port surgery, reduced-port colorectal surgery represents another incremental step towards the holy grail of scarless surgery. In the modern era of minimally invasive surgery, an accumulation of several small gains may be required to make meaningful clinical differences to patient outcomes. In our opinion, the reduced-port technique is synergistic with natural orifice specimen extraction techniques to further minimize abdominal wall trauma. Another advantage of reduced-port surgery is the removal of dependence on a surgical assistant, particularly in the setting of limited manpower resources.
Single incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS)\textsuperscript{[22,23]}, and 2-port laparoscopic surgery\textsuperscript{[24]} (using a SILS multi-channel umbilical port and one separate working port), have been demonstrated in colorectal surgery. While these techniques reduce the number of ports even further, a larger umbilical incision is generally required for insertion of a multi-channel access device, which offsets the decrease in overall number of ports. Considerable operative challenges can also be anticipated with a SILS access device, including clashing of the laparoscopic instruments with the endoscope, and operator discomfort due to awkward surgical posture. In our experience, the 3-port technique provides the optimal balance between minimizing abdominal trauma and allowing operator as well as cameraman comfort by enabling adequate optical and working port triangulation.

A technical learning curve exists for 3-port NOSE surgery, and the 3-port technique and natural orifice extraction each present with a separate set of challenges. The issue of lack of tissue traction by an assistant can be overcome \textit{via} positional changes of the operating table. The uterus should be hitched to the anterior abdominal wall for all female patients (Figure 2), facilitating pelvic visualization during rectal mobilisation or the NOSE procedure. Additional assistant ports should be used if difficulties are encountered. In event of a problematic natural orifice extraction, transabdominal specimen extraction can be performed instead of NOSE with minimal added detriment to the patient. Operators should be proficient in conventional laparoscopic colorectal surgery before attempting the 3-port NOSE technique.

Our study is limited by the small sample size in the NOSE cohort. Furthermore, the benefits shown in the 3-port NOSE group may have been largely contributed by the reduced abdominal incision, consistent with the findings from previous studies\textsuperscript{[2-4]}, rather than the reduced number of ports used. Nonetheless, the feasibility and clinical applicability of the 3-port NOSE technique is still demonstrated across a range of colorectal resection types, with considerable improvements in short-term outcomes compared to conventional laparoscopy.
CONCLUSION

3-port laparoscopic colorectal surgery with NOSE is a feasible and safe technique, and together augment the minimally invasive nature of surgery producing excellent cosmesis and good outcomes. Appropriate patient selection and expertise in conventional laparoscopy are required. Larger studies are necessary to draw conclusive results.
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Research background

Natural orifice specimen extraction (NOSE) via the anus or vagina replaces conventional transabdominal specimen retrieval via the transabdominal route through a limited midline laparotomy or Pfannenstiel incision. Reducing the number of laparoscopic ports further decreases operative abdominal wall trauma. These techniques reduce the surgical wound size as well as the risk of incision-related morbidity.

Research motivation

To our knowledge, the technique of 3-port colorectal cancer surgery with NOSE has never been evaluated or described in-depth.

Research objectives

We aimed to compare short-term outcomes following 3-port NOSE surgery with a matched cohort of conventional non-NOSE colorectal cancer surgery.

Research methods

This was a retrospective cohort study of patients who underwent elective 3-port laparoscopic colorectal NOSE surgery between February to October 2021. The propensity score-matched cohort was identified amongst patients who underwent conventional laparoscopic colorectal surgery from January 2019 to December 2020.
Matching was performed in the ratio of 1:4 based on age, gender, type of resection, and pTNM staging.

**Research results**

Our results showed no statistical differences in surgical duration and perioperative complication rates between the NOSE and non-NOSE cohorts. As hypothesized, the 3-port NOSE cohort had significantly quicker mean return of bowel function (2.6 vs. 1.2 days, p<0.001), reduced postoperative pain and patient-controlled analgesia use, and decreased length of hospital stay (6.4 vs. 3.4 days, p<0.001), compared to the conventional surgery cohort.

**Research conclusions**

3-port laparoscopic colorectal surgery with NOSE is a feasible technique, augmenting the minimally invasive nature of surgery and producing good outcomes.

**Research perspectives**

Studies with larger patient numbers are necessary to draw definitive conclusions. A defined criteria should be evaluated for more objective selection of patients who are considered for colorectal NOSE surgery.
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